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Since the days of Pythagoras, math and music have been
considered closely connected: universal languages that
transcend cultural or geographical diversity. The human
brain is divided into two hemispheres; the right-side of
the brain is traditionally associated with creativity,
imagination, and macro thinking, while the left side
is often described as logical, linear, and analytical.
Most children’s programs follow this right/left dichotomy
where one side is emphasized at the expense of the other.
Consequently, children, at an early age, become acclimated
to working one side of the brain at a time.
Brain Boosters engages both sides of the brain through
a combination of Music and Math and strives for the
following objectives:
• Developing cognitive and rational thinking  
• Fostering a child’s natural curiosity for discovery
• Encouraging independent learning
and problem-solving
• Building confidence and self-expression
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Ages 3-5

Headstart Music

in sequential classes, students will learn basic rhythms,
pulse, pitch accuracy, staff notation and music
symbols through activities that include singing,
movement, musical composition, drama exercises,
and playing a variety of percussion instruments.

JELIC

a math/logic program that recognizes children between the
ages of 3-6 years old have multiple intelligences. Designed
by a team of educators, child psychologists, physicists, and
mathematicians, the JELIC curriculum develops both
sides of the brain through self-paced hands-on experiences.
The program is composed of 450 enrichment boxes that
emphasize five quotients:

J udgement Quotient
E motional Quotient
L ogic Quotient
I ntellectual Quotient
C reative Quotient
During each math/logic segment of a Brain Boosters
class, children will complete between 2 to
5 JELIC boxes. Each child’s
progress for each box will be
assessed and recorded in a Progress
booklet. After a child completes a
box, he or she must complete the review
test in the Review booklet. There
are seven levels in the JELIC
curriculum ranging from Preschool
to Grade 1 level problems.
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Ages 5-12

Orff

created by German composer and educator Carl Orff, its
ultimate purpose is the enrichment of childhood through
the development of inherent musicality in a natural and
joyful environment. A heightened awareness of rhythm
and melody is developed by studying speech patterns,
singing, and playing soprano/alto/tenor recorders. The Orff
program provides an excellent supplement for students
who already study an instrument.

MPM

a mathematics and logic curriculum designed
around concepts of Multi-Process and
Multi Model mathematics. Unlike other
math enrichment programs, MPM does not
teach children to use their rote memory – this technique
is already being taught in public and independent schools.
MPM encourages children to be independent, creative,
and divergent thinkers thereby instilling the skill sets
necessary for academic and non-academic success.

